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Abstract— Application related Quality of Service in an open service environment requires a reliable Quality of Service framework. Apart from the Connection Management Service Control Function, OSA/Parlay lacks data structures and mechanisms for supporting the entire Quality of Service (QoS) cycle. This paper establishes the need to develop a QoS framework for OSA/Parlay in which QoS requested by an end-user is fulfilled by the network.
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I. INTRODUCTION

N\(E\)TWORK Operators and Service Providers are looking for new sources of revenue, and new value added services are a key part of this initiative. The OSA/Parlay enables the development of these new services using the same technologies used for rapid application development in the IT community: open APIs, distributed computing, Java and Web Services [1]. Parlay essentially provides interfaces (called OSA/Parlay APIs) for applications with which they can use to access and control certain aspects of telecommunications networks. The OSA/Parlay APIs are network independent: they are designed to be used for mobile networks, for fixed networks and for next generation networks based on the IP protocol [1]. The OSA/Parlay APIs also provides software technology independence by providing a generic, technology-independent interface.

The OSA/Parlay architecture is based on a three-layered architecture shown in figure 1 consisting of:

- The Services & Applications Layer: consists of the application logic (located in an Application Service Provider domain [2])
- The Service Control Layer: contains generic, stable and robust functionality to support real-time and information services using the Transport Network Layer
- The Transport Network Layer: provides services to support bearer connections as requested by the Service Control Layer

![Figure 1: OSA/Parlay Architecture](image)

Each layer is independent of its neighbouring layer and is accessed through an open, standard and secure API [3]. This architecture facilitates the integration of various underlying networks and provides a single interface (the OSA/Parlay API) to provide services on these networks [3].

Using the API approach in communications means that it is possible to write portable applications that will run on a variety of underlying protocols without change. For example, a developer can build an OSA/Parlay application that sets up a conference call when a group of people are free, while not restricting the application to an IS-41 network, a GSM network or a SIP-based network [1]. This example application would use one of OSA/Parlay’s comprehensive set of APIs built for communications applications, namely the Call Control API. The Call Control API allows applications to set up calls in the network, set up multi-party calls in the network, route calls from the network and set up multi-media calls. Upon request for a service from an application, an API (see figure 1) uses the Network API (see figure 1) to fulfil the request in the underlying network (without concern for the actual type of underlying network). The Network API and its required functionality are not defined by the OSA/Parlay standards, but by implementations of the standard.

As OSA/Parlay develops towards a better service provision infrastructure, certain areas critical to future operation and general acceptance of OSA/Parlay as the future service delivery platform still remain unresolved [4]. One of the areas that need to be addressed is the provision of support for Quality of Service (QoS). Apart from the Connection Management Service Control Function (in the Connectivity Manager API), OSA/Parlay lacks data structures and mechanisms for supporting the entire QoS cycle through it’s inform, negotiate, establish, operate and release phases [4]. This paper proposes the development of a QoS framework for OSA/Parlay that supports QoS on a per-user, per-application basis.
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II. WHAT DOES QoS MEAN?

QoS is described differently at different levels. For users of applications (at the User Level) a high-level description of QoS is used. This is normally in the form of a set of user-friendly categories, like the Olympic Service Profile [5] where a user can choose a Gold, Silver or Bronze QoS. At the Network Level however, low-level descriptions of QoS are used (normally in the form of parameters). Examples of low-level parameters describing QoS at the Network Level are bit rate, delay and jitter. These are very technical descriptions and are seldom of any concern to users at the User Level. Various other descriptions of QoS are used at different levels in the architecture [6]. In developing a QoS framework for OSA/Parlay, the description and understanding of QoS at various levels in the OSA/Parlay architecture must be taken into account.

III. QUALITY OF SERVICE FRAMEWORK

A number of standardisation bodies are currently dealing with the complex area of QoS for communication systems in general. Communication recommendations are however specific to a particular technology, and do not consider QoS implications for architectures combining a number of communication technologies [6]. These considerations are very important for the OSA/Parlay framework since it targets to be a framework for integrating any service and transport technology in a service and technology independent manner. Consequently, it has to deal with QoS for all kinds of services communicating via a wide range of technologies [6]. A well-defined QoS framework is therefore crucial for the success of OSA/Parlay.

IV. REQUIREMENTS

The objective of the proposed research is to develop a QoS framework for OSA/Parlay in which QoS requested by an application is fulfilled by the network. Development of the framework includes the development of a data structure that supports the different descriptions of QoS at different levels in the OSA/Parlay architecture. It must also provide mechanisms to translate and transfer these descriptions across different levels in the architecture in order to support QoS effectively. A QoS framework that supports all kinds of services communicating via a wide range of Network Layer technologies must be considered.

V. POSSIBLE APPROACHES

The TINA architecture proposes the use of a layered QoS framework, with QoS mapping between layers. This may be an effective approach to developing QoS framework and must be further investigated. Another possible approach is to define a completely new layer – the Resource Control and Management Layer – under the Service Control Layer, which could provide a further level of abstraction from the Network Layer [2], and therefore make the provisioning of QoS to applications a simpler task.

VI. CONCLUSION

Apart from the Connection Management Service Control Function (in the Connectivity Manager API), OSA/Parlay lacks data structures and mechanisms for supporting the entire QoS cycle through its inform, negotiate, establish, operate and release phases. In order for OSA/Parlay to be a viable future architecture, the issue of QoS must be urgently addressed. This paper proposes the development of a QoS framework for OSA/Parlay that supports QoS on a per-user, per-application basis. A possible approach to developing the required framework includes adapting the TINA architecture’s layered QoS framework concept. Another approach that must be considered is the introduction of a new layer that makes the provision of QoS to applications a simpler task.
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